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This paper contains general open mapping theorems for families of multifunc- 
tions in quasimetric spaces, which include many known open mapping theorems, 
closed graph theorems, theorems of the Lusternik type, subtraction theorems, and 
theorems on approximation and semicontinuity. c 1989 Academic Press, Inc. 
In [2, 31, stimulated by Dmitruk, Miljutin, and Osmolovskii [l], and 
by Pdk [4, 51, we presented open mapping theorems for multifunctions 
and families of multifunctions, which include many known open mapping 
theorems, closed graph theorems, theorems of the Lusternik type, subtrac- 
tion theorems, and theorems on approximation and semicontinuity (see 
references therein). 
The present paper is devoted to extending and sharpening these results, 
including both the global form and the local one. 
For convenience, we shall use the same notations and definitions as in 
[2, 31 without restating them. 
The most general theorem we proved in [3] is 
THEOREM 1. Let X and Y be quasimetric spaces, X directly complete. Let 
T(t): X+ 2’, t E (0, to], be a family of multifunctions. Let s, m, q, a,,, and 
b,, n = 1, 2, . . . . be functions mapping (0, t,] into itself such that 
(i) C,“=, b,(t)+s(t)<pfor some p>O andall tE(0, t,]; 
(ii) a,(t)=t,m(t)-+O as t+O, and a,(t)-+0 as n+oo for all 
tE (0, toI; 
(iii,) T(m(t))-’ y is an indirect s(t)-net for T(q(t))-‘y for all 
tE(0, to] andall yedom T(q(t)))‘; 
(iii,) T(m(a, + 1 (t))))’ y is an indirect b,,(t)-net for T(m(a,(t)))-’ y 
for ah tE(0, t,] andafl y~dom T(q(t)))’ andn=1,2,.... 
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Then, .for ull t E (0, t,], 
WT(O), P) = T(q(t)). 
In [3] it was shown that this theorem includes Theorem 6 of Ptak [S] 
and the assumptions here are indeed weaker. However, the following 
example motivates us to improve Theorem 1. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let X= [0, to], Y= [0, ito], and for all XE X and all 
t E (0, LJ, 
T(t) x = [O, 1 t - go 1 1. 
Then the conclusion of Theorem 1 holds: for all p > 0, all t E (0, to], and all 
functions q we have 
WT(O)t P) = T(O) = T(q(t)). 
But the assumptions may not be satisfied. For instance, if m(t) = q(t) = t 
for all t E (0, to], then for an arbitrary sequence a, satisfying (ii) with 
a,(tO)#a,(t,)=t,, we can find YE Y such that T(m(a,(t,))))‘y=@. 
Thus, (iii,) is not satisfied, as 
T(m(a,(t,)))-‘y=T(t,)-‘y=X. 
To see the reason for this disadvantage of Theorem 1, let us observe that 
the conclusion, which concerns the whole graphs of certain multifunctions 
of the family, involves only the functions s, q, and b,. The other functions 
m and u, enter only the assumptions concerning points y E dom T(q(t))-- I. 
So we can expect that the theorem is still true under similar assumptions, 
but with m and a, dependent on y. The following sharpened form of 
Theorem 1 affirms this expectation. 
THEOREM 2. Let X, Y, and T(t), t E (0, t,], be as in Theorem 1. Let s, 
q, and b,, n = 1, 2, . . . . be functions mapping (0, t,] into itself such that 
(i) C,“=, b,(t)+s(t)<p for some p>O andalf t~(0, t,]; 
(ii) for each ysdom T(q(t))-’ (f or some t) there are functions m and 
a,, n = 1, 2, . . . . mapping (0, t,] into itself (depending on y) such that 
(a) a,(t)=t, m(t)-+0 us t-+0, and a,(t)-+0 as n+co for all 
tE (0, t,l; 
(b) T(m(t))-’ y is an indirect s(t)-net for T(q(t))-’ y; 
(c) T(m(a,+ ,(t)))-- ’ y is un indirect b,-net for T(m(a,,(t))) ’ y for 
n = 1, 2, . . . . 
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Then, for all t E (0, to], 
WT(O), PI = T(q(t)). 
Proof. Let t E (0, t,] and (x, y) E T(q(t)) be arbitrary and fixed. By (ii,,) 
there exists x, E T(m(t))-’ y such that d(x, x,) <s(t). Now using (ii,), one 
finds x2 E T(m(a,))-’ y with d(x,, x2) <b,. Continuing this procedure one 
obtains a directly fundamental sequence x, such that 
xn E TM%)) - ’ Y> 
4Xn,X,+l)<b,. 
By the completeness of X, x, converges to an XEX. Since nz(a,) + 0 as 
n-xo,xET(O)-‘y. 
We have 
Therefore, 
or, equivalently, 
The second disadvantage of Theorem 1 is the following. The theorem 
gives us information about whole graphs under the assumptions of a global 
character. From this theorem we can derive results for a single multifunc- 
tion (see the corollaries in [3]), but it may happen that the assumptions 
are rather restrictive. That is why this theorem is only a kind of extension 
for Theorem 2 of [2] but does not completely include it. Moreover, 
Theorem 1 does not contain local open mapping theorems. These observa- 
tions lead us to the following. 
THEOREM 3. Let X, Y, and T(t), t E (0, to], be as in Theorem 1. Let s, q, 
and b,, n = 1, 2, . . . . be real numbers in (0, toI. Let x E dom T(q) be fixed. 
Suppose 
(i) d(x,x)+s<p for some p>O; 
(ii) E:,“=, b,+s<p; 
(iii) for each y E T(q) x there are a, > 0, n = 1, 2, . . . . and a function m 
mapping (0, t,] into itself such that 
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(a) m(f)-10 us r-,0, andu,,40 0s II+ Y-; 
(b) T(m(a,)) ’ J’ is an indirect .r-net ,ftir (.Y’: d(.u’, I’) + ,s < p ) n 
T(q) ’ 1’; 
(c) T(m(a,, + 1 )I ’ y is un indirect h,-net ,fbr (x’ : d(x, x’ ) + h,, < p j 
n wd~,,)) ’ I’. 
Then 
T(O) 4x, P) = T(q) x. 
Proof: Let YE T(q) x be arbitrary and fixed. By (i) and (iii,), one finds 
x, E T(m(a]))-’ y such that d(x, x,) <s. As d(x, x,) + h, <p, by (iii,) there 
is x2 E T(m(u,))-’ y such that d(x,, x2) <b,... . 
The remainder of the proof is similar to that of Theorem 2. 1 
The following consequence of Theorem 3 for a single multifunction 
contains Theorem 2 of [2]. 
COROLLARY 1. Let X and Y be us in Theorem 3. Let T: X -+ 2’ he a 
directly closed multifunction. Let q > 0 and x E dom T he fixed. Let b,, > 0, 
n = 1, 2, . . . . be given. Suppose 
(i) d(x,x)<pfor some p>O; 
(ii) C,“=, b,dp; 
(iii) for each y E B( TX, q) there are a, > 0, n = 1, 2, . . . . such that 
G-4 u,=q, andu,+Oasn-+~; 
(b) if d(x, x’) + h, < p and B( TX’, a,) contains the point y, we have 
TB(x’, b,) is an a, + ,-net for B( TX’, a,,). 
Then 
T&x, p) = 4 TX, 4). 
Proof: Set s = 0, m(t) = t, and T(t) = R( T, t) for all t. Then assumptions 
(i), (ii), (iiia) and (iiib) of Theorem 3 are satisfied. Since T(t)-’ y = 
T-‘B(y, t), to check (iiic) of Theorem 3 we have to show that 
TplWy, a,+,) is an indirect b,-net for {x’ : d(x, x’) + b, < p } 
n T-‘WY, a,,) for n = 1, 2, . . . (1) 
Let x’ E {x’: d(x, x’) + b,, < p} n T ‘B( y, a,) be arbitrary. Then 
YE B(Tx’, a,) and by (iii,) we have x1 E B(x’, b,) and y, E TX, such that 
y, l B(y, a,, r). Hence, x1 E T-‘y, c TP’B(y, u,,~); i.e., (1) is satisfied. By 
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the direct closedness of T, T(0) = T. Invoking Theorem 3 completes the 
proof. 1 
We can also get local open mapping theorems as consequences of 
Theorem 3 as follows. 
COROLLARY 2. Let X and Y be as in Theorem 3. Let a multifunction 
T: X + 2’ have the graph G(T) directly closed in a neighborhood 
B(x,,p)xB(y,,q), where x,EdomT and y, is such that B(y,,q)n 
TX, # 0. Let q > 0 and b, > 0, n = 1, 2, ,.., be given. Suppose 
0) 4x,, 4 <P; 
(ii) C,“=, b,,<p; 
111) 
n= It.2 
for each y E B( TxO n B(y,, q), q) there exists a sequence a, > 0, 
7 3 ..., satisfying 
(4 a,=q, anda,+Oasn+oo; 
(b) if d(x,, x’) + b, < p and B(Tx’n B( y,, q), a,,) contains the 
point y, then 
B( y,, q) n TB(x’, 6,) is an a, + ,-netfor B( TX’ n B(y,, q), a,). 
Then 
B(Y,, vl) n T&P,, PI = W% n B(Yo, v),q). (2) 
Proof: Set s = 0, m(t) = t, and T(t) x = B( TX n B(y,, q), t) for all t and 
x. Clearly assumptions (i), (ii), (iiia), and (iiib) of Theorem 3 are satisfied. 
Assumption (iiic) in this case is equivalent to the condition 
TP’(B(y, a,,+ 1) n B( y,, q)) is an indirect b,-net for 
(x’: d(x,, x’)+b,<p}nT-‘tBty,a,)nBty,,?)) (3) 
for n = 1,2, .._ . To show (3) let x’ be arbitrarily taken in the last set. Then 
y E B( TX’ n B( y,, q), a,,). Making use of assumption (iiib) of the corollary, 
one finds x,~B(x’,b,) and y,~Tx, such that y,~B(y,a,+,)nB(y,,q). 
Hence (3) is satisfied. Having all the assumptions of Theorem 3 satisfied, 
one applies the theorem to get 
T(O) Wo9 P) = B(Tx, n WY,, ~1)~ 4). (4) 
By definition, z E T(0) t means the existence of a sequence 5, E X 
converging to t: and a sequence t, > 0 tending to zero such that 
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ZE B( Tt, n B(yo, q), t,,). By the direct closedness of T, this means that 
z E Tt n B( J’~), q ). Therefore, 
This together with (4) completes the proof. 1 
Note that inclusion (4) is better than the corresponding one of 
Theorem 3 of [2]. 
In Theorems 2 and 3,’ for a given y, the assumptions on nets are given 
at once, appropriately for the iterative procedure. These assumptions seem 
to be as weak as possible to construct convergent sequences to get desired 
limit points. However, this kind of assumption is rather artificial. Assump- 
tions made on separate balls may seem to be more natural. This observa- 
tion leads to the following theorem, using the notion of complete systems 
Cll. 
A family Z of balls in X is said to be a complete system if B(x, r) E Z and 
d(x,x’)+r’drimplyB(x’,r’)ECandB(x,p)E~forallp,<r.ForMcX 
we use C(M) to denote the complete system consisting of all the balls of 
C, which are contained in M. 
THEOREM 4. Let X, Y, and T(t), t E (0, to], he us in Theorem 1. Let 
MC X, and C(M) be a complete system. Let b: (0, t,] -+ (0, t,,] be given. 
Assume that for each y E Y, there exists a function m : (0, t,] -+ R + such that 
if B(x, y(t)) E C(M), where 
~(t)=m(t)+m(b(t))+m(b(b(t)))+...= f m(b”(t))< +a, 
II=0 
we have 
T(b(t))-I y is an indirect m(f)-net for {x’: B(x’, y(t))~z(M)} n T(t)-’ y. 
Then, for each B(x, y(t)) E Z(M), 
WT(O), y(f)) x = T(t) x. (5) 
Proof: Let B(x, y(t)) E C(M) and y E T(t) x be arbitrary and fixed. By 
the assumptions there are a function m and a point x, E T(b(t))-’ y such 
that d(x, x,) <m(t). Then 
4x, xl I+ y(b(t)) < m(t) + y(b(t)) = y(t), 
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and hence, B(x,, y(b(t)))~ C(M). Using the assumptions again one finds 
X~E T(~*(z)))’ y such that d(x,, x2) <m(b(t)). Since 
4x,, x2) + #J*(t)) < m(b(t)) + lJ(b2(t)) = Mt)), 
B(x,, y(b2(t)))~Z(M) and one can continue the procedure to get a 
sequence x, such that 
d(xw xn, 1) < m(b”(t)), 
YE T(b”(t)) xn. 
Therefore, x, is a directly fundamental sequence and converges to an X E X. 
We have 
and y E T(0) X. Hence, 
x~B(x,y(t))cB(T(O)-‘y, y(t)), 
and we obtain (5). 1 
Similarly, we derive from Theorem 4 the following consequence on open- 
ness of a single multifunction, which can be easily seen still to include 
Theorem 1.6 of [ 1 ] and Theorem 2.1 of [4] (but not Theorem 2 of [2]). 
COROLLARY 3. Let X, Y, and C(M) be as in Theorem 4. Let a multi- 
function T: X + 2’ and a function b: (0, t,] + (0, to] be given. Assume that 
for each y E Y there exists a function m: (0, t,] + R’+ such that if 
B(x, Y(~))E C(M), then T is directly closed in B(x, y(t)), and 
TB(x, m(t)) is a b( t)-net for B( TX, t), 
whenever B( TX, t) contains the point y. 
Then, for each B(x, r(t)) E C(M), 
Wx, r(t)) 3 @TX, t). I 
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